Increase in fees levied by the Ministère
As of January 1, 2016, the fees levied by the MICC will be increased.1 Please consult the table below for the
new fee schedule.
Until
December 31, 2015

As of
January 1, 2016

C$15,000
C$1,034
C$765
C$164

C$15,000
C$1,045
C$773
C$166

C$191

C$193

C$272
C$109

C$275
C$110

C$191

C$193

C$191

C$193

C$109
C$109

C$110
C$110

C$1,600
C$1,300

C$1,600
C$1,300

C$114

C$115

Permanent immigration
Application for a Certificat de sélection du Québec
(CSQ – Québec selection certificate)
Businesspeople
Investor2
Entrepreneur and self-employed worker
Skilled worker
Each family member accompanying the
(except for an application submitted in the Investor subclass)

principal

2

applicant

Employer requesting validation of permanent employment
Undertaking application
For the principal sponsored person or the first sponsored minor
For each other sponsored person
Temporary immigration
Application for a Certificat d’acceptation du Québec
(CAQ – Québec certificate of acceptance)
Temporary worker
Employer posting a temporary employment offer
(except for a temporary employment offer for seasonal agricultural work)

Foreign student
Person on a temporary stay for medical treatment

Immigration consultant
Application for recognition of an immigration consultant
Application for renewal of recognition

Comparative evaluation for studies done outside Québec*
* There may be translation fees in addition; these fees vary depending on the
complexity and quantity of the documents that must be translated.

1

2

The increase affects the fees payable under An Act Respecting Immigration to Québec and the Regulation respecting the selection of
foreign nationals as well as the fees for an Évaluation comparative des études effectuées hors du Québec (comparative evaluation for
studies done outside Québec). The 1.09% adjustment corresponds to the increase in Québec’s consumer price index for the period ending
on September 30, 2015. It respects the requirements of Section 83.3 of the Québec government’s Financial Administration Act.

Since the fee for the Investor subclass was increased in 2015, it does not have to be indexed on January 1, 2016, as stipulated under
section 83.4 of the Financial Administration Act. The $15,000 fee for an application submitted under the Investor subclass covers the
entire file and includes the family members who are accompanying the principal applicant.
3 Since immigration consultant fees increased in 2015, they do not have to be indexed on January 1, 2016, as stipulated under section 83.4
of the Financial Administration Act.

